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Encoding Quantum Information in Photons

O’Brien, Science 318, 5856 (2007)



Spontaneous Parametric Down‐Conversion
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 Spontaneous parametric down conversion of pump field (CW or pulsed) 
in χ(2)-medium

 Proper mode selection leads to polarization entanglement due to 
indistinguishability



Entanglement on the screen

Correlated V-PhotonH-Photon

kpump = kphoton1 + kphoton2

wpump = wphoton1 + wphoton2



Mobility as key feature



photons: same system for communication and computation

Quantum Internet / Quantum Cloud

Rivest 1978:
„Can we process encrypted data without decrypting it first ?“

Solutions:
 Gentry 2009:  only computational security 

 Broadbent, Fitzsimons, and Kashefi 2009: unconditional security using quantum computers

Blind Quantum Computing (BQC) protocol



Blind Quantum Computing (BQC)

Combines quantum cryptography and quantum computation

Quantum 
computing

Quantum 
cryptography

Blind quantum
computing

Broadbent, Fitzsimons, Kashefi,
Proceeding of the 50th Annual Symposium on Foundations of Computer Science, 517–526 (2009)

Client Quantum server
data  and 
computation 
remain 
perfectly private

Full power of 
quantum computation

no quantum 
computational power



Universal Quantum Computation 
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One-Way Model (using cluster states)

Raussendorf, Briegel, Phys.Rev.Lett. 86, 910 (2001) Knill, Laflamme, Milburn, Nature 409, 46 (2001)

Standard Model (using gate operations)



One‐Way Quantum Computation

3) Measurement in X-Y plane
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Z

Cluster State Quantum Computation

4) Computation:
rotation of the logical qubit

Measurement angle defines rotation

encoded qubit state

1) Prepare qubits in: 2) Entangle via Cphase gate:



One‐way quantum computation

separation of the classical and quantum parts of a computation:     

 entangled  cluster states

 universal quantum computation 
via single-qubit measurements

 pattern of single-qubit  
measurements = gates/algorithm

Walther, Resch,  Rudolph, Schenck,  Weinfurter, Vedral, 
Aspelmeyer, Zeilinger, Nature 434, 169 (2005)

structure of cluster state

measurement angles

secure quantum computation, when 
classical information is hidden



Brickwork state

Hiding the structure of the underlying cluster



Brickwork state

smallest subunit: 4 entangled blind cluster states



Blind Cluster States

uniformly at random

1) Prepare qubits in:

3) Measurement in X-Y plane
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2) Entangle via Cphase gate:

4) Computation:
rotation of the logical qubit

Real measurement angle is hidden!

Hiding the measurement angles



Optimised BQC

Choose two blind qubits:

Fix:

Sufficient to have one or two blind qubits in order to perform BQC



First Demonstration: secure 
quantum (and classical) computation

privacy preserving technique for future networks

unconditionally secure quantum cloud computing

key ingredient for real-life applications

Family of four-qubit blind cluster states: 

universal set of single-qubit gates

non-trivial two-qubit quantum gates

Deutsch algorithm

Grover algorithms

Testing of the quantum server

1962
settings

31392
measurements

654 
hours of
measurement
time 

Barz, Kashefi, Broadbent, Fitzsimons, Zeilinger, Walther, 
Science 335, 303 (2012)

Experiment showed use that BQC:

more secure
& less demanding

than we originally thought !



Quantum Discord

Quantum  Correlations for Quantum Computing

How much Quantum is needed for a Quantum-Enhanced Processing?

Entanglement of Formation

Tangle All Experimental Curves  



Quantum Discord as Resource 

Quantum discord as optimal resource for remote state preparation
 experimental outperformance of an entangled state

 better performance of the separable state by 62 standard deviations 

Dakic, Lipp, Ma, Ringbauer, Kropatschek, Barz, Paterek, Vedral, Zeilinger, Brukner, Walther
Nature Physics 8, 666 (2012)



Photonic Quantum Simulation

General Advantage:
Quantum simulators are less demanding  
(~40 qubits to outperform classical computers)

Ultracold Atoms: Bloch, Dalibard, Nascimbéne
Trapped Ions: Blatt, Roos  
Photons: Aspuru-Guzik, Walther

Photonic Valence-Bond State Simulation

VBS states: paired short-range singlets: 
insulating spin liquid ground states of Mott insulators

RVB states (Spin Liquid): mobile insulating states:,
Anderson‘s conjecture for superconductivity

Ma, Dakic, Naylor, Zeilinger, Walther, Nature  Physics 7, 399 (2011)

d-wave pairings-wave pairing



 Probabilistic emission of down-converted photons

 New quantum technologies open path for (probabilistic) multi-photon experiments

Improvement of Single‐Photon Detection

Marsili,  Verma, Stern, Harrington, Lita, Gerrits, Vayshenker, Baek, Shaw, Mirin, Nam, Nature Photon (in press)

N   photon pair number
 system detection efficiency

NCoinc 

factor of 2-3 /photon
(~100x for six-photon states)



 stronger non-linearties by using periodically poled crystals (laser repetition rate: ↑ 10x)

 narrow-bandwidth down-conversion source using cavities

Improvement of Single‐Photon Sources

work in progress at various groups Bao, Qian, Yang, Zhang, Chen, Yang,  Pan, PRL101,190501 (2008)
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Quantum correlations for secure quantum clouds
 adaption of the one-way computation
 first secure quantum computation [Science 335, 303 (2012)]

Quantum discord as superior resource
 operational meaning of geometric discord for RSP
 outperformance of entangled states [Nature Physics  8, 666 (2012)]

Quantum monogamy plays a key role in spin frustration
 quantum simulation of valence-bond solids/liquids 
 observation of quantum monogamy  [Nature Physics 7, 399 (2011)]

[Nature Physics 8, 285 (2012)]

Summary & Outlook

o Outlook: Quantum Control
 unique combination of superconducting detectors/waveguides/sources 
 entanglement in more degrees-of-freedom to obtain > 15-20 qubits

o Outlook: Quantum Simulation of
 quantum correlations in chemistry (aromaticity) and other systems 
 coherent transport via random walks (photosynthesis)

o Outlook: Quantum Computation/complex quantum information processing
 new models and architectures, verification
 utilization of bosonic character (computational random walks) 

Thank you for your attention !


